
Subjects How often will my child have homework?

How long will be child have to complete 

homework? What types of actvities can my child expect? How will it be assessed?

Will googleclassroom be 

used? 

Will all students get the same amount 

or type of homework? 

English

One piece every two weeks. Each  piece will 

take one hour to complete.

Pupils will have one week to complete 

homework. Smaller tasks may be requested 

to be completed for the next lesson.

Additional work to consolidate skills being 

studied.

Class feedback Yes. Homework will be adjusted to take into 

account the learning needs of the 

different classes.

Maths

Two pieces of homework per week, each 

taking 45 - 60 minutes to complete.

One piece of homework will be set at the 

start of the week and due for the last lesson 

of the week. The other piece of homework 

will be set during the last lesson of the 

week and due after the weekend.

Use of online homework as well as worksheets to 

develop mathematical skills fluency, problem 

solving and reasoning. 

Teacher feedback will be given to 

students about homework.

Yes. MyMaths and 

Mathswatch will also be 

used.

Homework will be set according to 

ability.

Science

One piece per week taking 30 - 60 minutes to 

complete. Where there is more than one 

teacher, this will be rotated so students only 

have 1 piece per week

One week. Completing teacher feedback advice, extended 

writing, research projects, completing classwork, 

scientific skills tasks, maths in science skills. 

Marked by teacher or peer/self-

assessment. 

Yes. Professional judgement will be used to 

set appropriate homework.

Religious Studies
Twice or three times per half-term, each 

taking 30 - 60 minutes to complete.

One week. Extended writing, research, completing classwork, 

responding to teacher feedback. 

Marked by teacher or peer/self-

assessment. 

Yes. A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities

Art

Three homeworks per rotation (12 week 

block), each taking 30 - 60 minutes to 

complete.

One week. Artist research presentations, drawing, collage, 

design and planning, completing classwork

Homework will be live marked in 

subsequent lessons and students will be 

given BBTPGG feedback Or Work will be 

peer assessed

Yes Support materials and extensions 

available on googleclassroom

Business Studies

Twice per half-term, each taking 20 - 30 

minutes to complete.

One week. Topic questions and research tasks Feedback through class discussion or 

marking students' books

Yes but this is a work in 

progress due to rotation 

system.

Support materials and extensions 

available on googleclassroom

Computer Science
Twice per half-term, each taking 20 - 30 

minutes to complete.

One week. Extended learning Feedback provided by classroom teacher Yes All students expected to complete 

homework to the best of their ability

Dance

Twice per half-term, each taking 20 - 30 

minutes to complete.

One week. Analysing and/or evaluting practical work, 

research, creative task related to the lesson 

content, practising practical techniques

Feedback provided by classroom teacher Where appropriate but 

not always.

A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities

Drama

Twice per half-term, each taking 20 - 30 

minutes to complete.

One week. Analysing and/or evaluting practical work, line 

learning, research, creative task related to the 

lesson content, practising practical techniques

Feedback provided by classroom teacher Where appropriate but 

not always.

Writing frame provided for those who 

need it.  Marking criteria also supplied 

to support learners.

Food and Nutrition
Every week but it will only take 15/20minutes One week. Students check in google classroom and will write 

up their recipes into their recipe books. 

Flip learning to support classwork Yes. It's used every week. A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities

Geography

2 pieces per Half Term One week. Each Half Term students complete 2 tasks based 

on GCSE-style History assessments. One 

homework will be to complete the task at home, 

the other homework will be to revise/prepare for 

writing the other task up in class. 

Feedback provided by classroom teacher Where appropriate but 

not always.

A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities

History

2 pieces per Half Term One week. Each Half Term students complete 2 tasks based 

on GCSE-style History assessments. One 

homework will be to complete the task at home, 

the other homework will be to revise/prepare for 

writing the other task up in class. 

Yes and feedback will be given to students 

about their progress in History

Where appropriate but 

not always.

A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities

Modern Foreign 

Languages

Every 1 - 2 weeks, about 30 - 45 minutes. Some tasks completed for the next lesson 

but others will take longer to complete.

Vocabulary learning, grammar exercises, creative 

tasks, cultural research, preparation for APs. 

Paragraph writing

Vocabulary and grammar tests will be 

marked in class peer/self assessment. 

Paragraphs marked by the teacher. Some 

other HW is not marked as it used to 

support classroom learning

Where appropriate but 

not always.

Linguascope and Duolingo used to 

support learning.

Music 

Twice per half-term, each taking 20 - 30 

minutes to complete.

One week. Analysing and/or evaluting practical work, 

learning music/lyrics, research, creative task 

related to the lesson content, practising practical 

techniques

Feedback provided by classroom teacher Where appropriate but 

not always.

A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities

Physical Education

Twice per half-term, each taking 20 - 30 

minutes to complete.

One week. Analysing and/or evaluting practical work, 

research, other tasks related to the lesson 

content, practising practical techniques

Feedback provided by classroom teacher Where appropriate but 

not always.

A choice of homework tasks to suit 

different abilities
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